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‘Change, Adapting and Reliance’  

 

I am proud to present you with my report for Waikato Badminton Association (WBA) for this year. 

2020 has been a year of adaptation and change the world over and like other sports badminton has 

not been immune. Before March masks were usually only worn by those working in the medical field, 

bubbles were something we had in a spa pool or in a glass of champagne and for me the term cluster 

was used for a setting of diamonds on a ring or a group of small plants. Lockdown was something 

that happened during a movie for people who had misbehaved while in prison and levels were 

something associated with buildings and exams. Now these terms are very familiar and when we 

hear them it’s pretty safe to assume they are used in reference to Coronavirus (COVID-19).  

When we all learned about Alert Level 4 lockdown, the WBA board met to discuss what the 

implications meant for our staff, our players and our association. There were many hours of 

consultation to determine just exactly what we could and couldn’t do under each of the alert levels. 

The safety of our staff and players were front of mind, we were also aware the important role exercise 

plays in many of us through physical and mental wellbeing. A big shout out to Marianne who was 

very apt at adapting to ever moving goal posts, growing others and looking for new opportunities 

along the journey. Marianne’s leadership qualities shone through and provided a clear pathway and 

gave us all confidence that following the disruption WBA would emerge in the best way possible.   

Loloma, Tracey and Eric have also needed to be adaptable and resilient. New ways of coaching, 

working remotely and maintaining relationships all required innovation and ‘what if and why not’ 

thinking. I thank them for their positive outlook and can-do attitude. We saw this in action when 

several events had to be postponed, some were cancelled while new events were created. Whilst 

the Summer League round had to be completed in ‘winter’, one Interclub round managed to proceed 

and after more calendar re-shuffling, the team managed to produce the Doubles Ladder over a short 

space of time. 

I would also like to acknowledge our board members for their support. Many discussions were had, 

opinions were listened to and decisions needed to be made, and they were. We also got to know 

each other a little better through the process. Our clubs and their members also need to be 

acknowledged for their support which has been outstanding throughout the year no matter the 

circumstance. Within Waikato and the surrounding areas, it is the people that are our strength and 

we are very fortunate they have the enthusiasm, resilience and dedication to bounce back. 

 

 

 

 



 

Badminton is one of the few sports continuing to experience growth nationally and globally. Our 

region is no exception, we have experienced growth in the number of players that access badminton 

courts, school programs and various events. WBA is consistently looking and trying new ways to get 

people on court whether they be seasoned players or new to the game. This is a changing landscape 

and we continue to try new ways to suit the needs of all participants.  

If you are not moving forward, then you are in danger of going backward and this year has put that 

theory to the test in many ways. There has been increased focus on enrolling new people into the 

technical side of our sport with umpiring and coaching workshops on offer. These roles are vital to 

growth and development of WBA and we thank those who have taken up this offer. Without these 

people badminton in Waikato would not be at the level nor attract the sponsorship or players that it 

does. 

Moving forward, we are eager to be a key partner of the Eastlink Community Hub (EastHub) which 

superseded the former Eastlink Sports Trust, by collaborating to grow community participation in 

sport and recreation in Hamilton. We are lucky enough to have Philip Paterson elected to the 

EastHub Board and we look forward to progressive thinking by all to help facilitate the growing 

demands of our sport.  

We are also grateful to have worked with many sponsors, funding partners and stakeholders 

throughout the year. WBA has undertaken an internal and external consultation process to develop 

its next strategic plan (2021-2025) and we look forward to rolling that out from next year. With 

everyone’s support, we are able to be receptive to change, resilient to obstacles and adaptive to 

outcomes, so let’s take the learnings we have gained and see where they can lead. 

 
Stu Morgan 
President 
 
 

  
Stu in action at the Waikato Badminton (ABCD) Championships 2020 



CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER REPORT 
 

 

 

I am privileged to deliver the Waikato Badminton Association (WBA) 2019/2020 Annual Report. Our 
team worked really hard to deliver strong outcomes for the community, and it feels like we’ve 
achieved more than any other year because we managed to fit and re-fit many programs and events 
into a disruptive season.  

WBA focused on driving a renewed participation pathway in 2020, on the basis that every person 
can be supported in their journey to play or participate in badminton for life whilst being able to enter 
and re-enter the pathways at any stage in life. This meant being purposeful through player, coach 
and club development, and making badminton accessible to more people in Waikato through more 
diverse facilities, programs and events.  
 
We saw the addition of several new clubs and provided additional support to those that sought to 
offer a junior development pathway. Even groups as far as Taupo are engaged and connected with 
a local school to provide Shuttle Time experiences. We connected with new community groups such 
as the Red Cross and Hamilton Girl Guides, church groups and even families who sought facility 
space for meetings and parties. As the uptake of court hire continues to grow at the Eastlink 
Badminton Stadium, we explored and implemented partnerships with other facilities where we could 
free up peak hour space whilst utilising courts elsewhere such as at the Hamilton Boy’s High School, 
where our Senior Rep and Elite & Performance Squad players could train. With the growth in the 
WBA coaching workforce, we have also expanded coaching opportunities for adult players who are 
at the beginner and club level, who access Open Training sessions. WBA also continues to be a 
leader in para-badminton and we partnered with Badminton New Zealand, Parafed Waikato, Halberg 
Foundation to host another Para-Badminton Open Day, and delivered an Inclusion Leadership 
Workshop along with a Para-Badminton Standing Camp.  

 

 
Kenneth Yew leading an Open Training session 



There has been great enthusiasm across our coaching and development programs, starting with a 
new 4-week Pre-Season Junior Training Camp in which 18 players opted into. We introduced the 
Good Sports Spine and Balance is Better philosophy via a parent workshop and delivered a Club 
and Community Coaching workshop to help parents and coaches understand WBA’s development 
priorities and framework. We are energised to see players, coaches and parents working together 
to achieve common goals. With the New Zealand Junior Team Championships and various Inter-
Association events being cancelled, there are a few less results to report this year – we are simply 
glad players have had some opportunity to return to play either in local or regional events.  

In the event space, we applied innovation to cater for new players, delivered exciting themes to 
attract young people whilst also offering standard tournaments to seasoned competitors. The new 
WBA Doubles Ladder required some structural tweaks on the go, whilst the University of Waikato 
Inter-Halls competition themed Snakes and Ladders continues to be a hit. The largest participation 
events of the year included the newly formed Harmonia Jamboree and WBA Business Challenge. 
We also delivered the Waikato Badminton (ABCD) Championships under a ‘no spectator’ condition 
but live streamed the event on Facebook for the first time in its history. There are more event 
streaming opportunities to look into for the future as these provide a unique experience to those who 
are unable to attend events for any reason. 

Going into lockdown was simple, but coming out of it and returning to play was a complex minefield 
with changing circumstances. The speed of change gave us an opportunity to accelerate, adapt, 
create, test and achieve more possibilities and goals. There are so many lessons learnt but the key 
thing was to stay positive and to be decisive. I’d like to acknowledge the likes of Sport Waikato, 
Badminton New Zealand along with other regional badminton associations acknowledge whom were 
fortunate to consult and share knowledge with throughout lockdown, and in preparation to re-start 
court hire, programs and events safely.  

 

   
Left: WBA Board Members at a 2021-2025 Strategic Plan Workshop; Right: WBA Staff Meeting over Zoom 

 

Although we saw changes to the WBA Board in 2020, this group met often to discuss business 
continuity plans, assess health and safety risks, consider resourcing requirements and financial 
viability for the organisation. WBA took several actions during lockdown, including: 

• Applied for the Government Wage Subsidy and Sport New Zealand Community Resilience Fund; 
• Identified all discretionary expenses and either scaled these back or eliminated them completely; 
• Identified all fixed costs and contacted providers for a cost reduction or payment deferral; 
• Considered a reduction of employee salaries and wages based on various Alert Level triggers; 
• Redeployed staff to Covid-19 response or member support tasks; 
• Reviewed the use of reserves. 

WBA cautiously re-opened Eastlink Badminton Stadium on 18 May, focussing on providing support 
and guidance to our local community including schools, clubs, members and other groups that 
access our services. Despite shared frustrations around learning and navigating new safety 
instructions, we were pleased that everyone cooperated through the process. Since the beginning 
of July, the sport has gone from strength to strength. We are grateful to be continually supported by 
a range of funders, sponsors, partners and clubs who contribute to WBA’s success and our 
wellbeing. I pay tribute to all WBA staff, contractors and volunteers who demonstrated great 
teamwork to navigate each Covid Alert Level, and supported participants to return to badminton 
positively and safely.  



Tracey Hallam offered amazing and modernised learning experiences to a large number of 

participants this year. At each Covid-19 Alert Level, Tracey skilfully managed the complexities of 

technology to offer enjoyable coaching and training sessions over Zoom. These remote sessions 

were launched within the first week of lockdown, activating over 60 participants each week across 

our Development, Junior Representative, Junior Elite, Performance, and Senior Representative 

Squads. Not only did participants and other coaches appreciate her leadership during Alert Levels 3 

and 4, the badminton community was engaged and enjoyed following the progress and development 

of our participants as a result. Thanks to her positive cooperation and spirit, Tracey also provided 

WBA with much needed administration and audit support. This process enabled staff to build more 

expertise in the Pay2Play system and offer more effective support to stadium account holders. We 

are pleased to have refreshed Tracey’s role as the Director of Coaching to her current position as 

Coaching & Development Manager which encompasses her continued leadership and management 

of performance related goals for representative players. Within this role, Tracey will also support 

sport development initiatives that grow coaching capability and capacity, and grow community 

participation that includes players of all ages and all abilities across the Waikato region. 

Eric Oosterbroek made a significantly positive impact on 

the direction of the people, programs and events he has 

managed in his role as the WBA Schools & Events 

Manager. Eric had to learn about badminton very quickly 

whilst having to re-negotiate and reschedule countless 

school bookings and other tournaments such as the 

Summer League and Interclub in 2020. We applied some 

creativity to host alternative tournaments such as the 

Doubles Ladder to offer competition experiences for 

those seeking shorter event commitments. Eric led a 

group of Shuttle Time Youth Leaders and Coaches who 

delivered outcomes at schools whilst connecting them 

with WBA’s participation pathways outside of schools. 

The interest and growth in the numbers at junior clubs 

and WBA’s own Shuttle Time junior club is a testament 

to the great work Eric has done. 

Loloma Foster is a constant pillar of strength and continues to pick up new skills each time we 

implement a new process or system. For example, WBA made two significant operational shifts this 

year, migrating its IT environment and accounting systems to new providers, all of which can be 

overwhelming but Loloma has taken it in her stride for which I am thankful. 

I wish to thank Doreen Wood, WBA Patron for her passion and encouragement as she retires from 

the position this year. Her love for the game and its people remains strong. Many thanks also to 

Dwayne Irwin and Maurice Smith who continue to contribute their expertise, labour and time to 

enable WBA to operate and enjoy the use of Eastlink Badminton Stadium in Hamilton. This year 

facility improvements were made through roofing repairs, dehumidifier and CCTV installation. We 

also look forward to collaborating with the newly formed Eastlink Community Hub Board to progress 

strategies and share ideas to grow participation in the community which may lead to better outcomes 

for our facilities in the area. 

The WBA Board has drafted a new Strategic Plan for 2021-2025 and which renews our purpose to 

lead enriching badminton experiences for people of all ages, all abilities, all times, in Waikato. I’m 

excited to be part of this. It’s been an exhausting year but a smile on every face we meet makes it 

all worthwhile. We are, better together. 

 

Marianne Loh 

Chief Executive Officer 

           

Shuttle Time Youth Leaders in action  



COACHING & DEVELOPMENT MANAGER REPORT 
 

 

 

It has been a testing year, but our squads and programs have endured the disruptions and continued 

to grow.  

Earlier in the year, we ran a Pre-Season Junior Training Camp which also attracted players from 

outside the region. Here the players did a variety of on court technical and tactical sessions, off court 

fitness, along with fun and educational activities to help improve their badminton. There is demand 

for WBA to repeat the Camp again in 2021 and we will be looking into ways to tweak and improve 

the format to make it even better. 

From the February Talent ID Day, a number of 8 year old players were given an opportunity to be 

part of the Development Squad which is more than what we have had before. Upon reflection and 

review, coaches have considered the effects and impact of selection at such a young age. There is 

a possibility to look after these younger players who are just beginning their experience in a 

structured training session in a separate environment such as a Shuttle Time feeder squad once a 

week, to prepare for entry into the Development Squad in the future.  

The Junior Rep Squad has had a good group of players, although it would be even better if all players 

were challenging themselves AND each other to go outside of their comfort zone to improve, and 

continue to compete for future team or squad positions. We saw players in the Under 17 age group 

have an ability to move the shuttle around the court at the National Championships but lacked the 

ability to finish the rally that they have just worked hard to open up. The Elite Squad players also 

work well on the court and with more intensity and focus from the beginning of their warm-up, all 

players could progress and improve to higher level at a better rate.  

WBA Junior Training Camp in January 2020 



The Senior Rep Squad was probably the group hit hardest by the virus. The training got going but 

unfortunately the ties did not. Once in lockdown we offered badminton footwork for all junior and 

senior squads but with only a minimal number of seniors joining the Zoom training slots, many 

needed to catch up on physical conditioning on return to the court. However, the seniors showed 

great initiative to replace the Inter-Association tie in Hamilton with a friendly challenge between 

teams from Bay Of Plenty and Thames Valley. This did give everybody something to look forward to 

although of course none of the results counted. The seniors continued to train till late into the season 

despite the subsequent tie also being cancelled. 

Throughout lockdown, we kept the players active at home by delivering ‘footwork to music’ as well 

as opportunities for them to socialise through our facilitation over Zoom. Footwork to music is 

something that I did hours of back in England. It is to perform repetitive badminton footwork to various 

music tracks. This can then be progressed, or changed to another movement with other music. The 

essential part for this is that the players had a space in which they were able to move safely indoors 

or outdoors. They required their badminton footwear to avoid injury and if we were doing overhead 

shots, I may have suggested to take their racket out of their hand so that we are practicing good 

technique and reaching up high. We encountered some technology challenges with volumes and 

vision as sometimes there appeared to be a delay or lack in understanding the instructions and 

demonstrations. Overall, it achieved the goal of keeping players active and engaged with badminton.  

On return to the courts, it was important to ease players back into it with easy movement, easy 

overhead shots (no smashes, and only easy clears) so that not much pressure was put onto their 

joints. Therefore the sessions were quite laid back with the focus being on enjoyment primarily so 

they could catch up with friends whilst hit a lot of shuttles. After a couple of weeks, we were back 

into a normal routine. Naturally it was difficult to get players to events due to Covid-19 concerns but 

WBA supported all players (and parent) decisions to only attend events where they felt comfortable 

to go and play to ensure everybody’s safety. The juniors who participated in tournaments with 

notable results can be found in the season highlights further into this report. We are encouraged by 

steady improvements and progressions seen at tournaments by players like Raphael Deloy, Victoria 

Guo, Josie Lee, Samuel Ma, Lucas Qin, Ayla Strauss, and Aveer Virk.  

From a resourcing point of view, we are pleased to have supported Jahvaya Wheki, Colin Downey, 

and June Jiang who are due to complete a BWF Level 1 coaching course in 2020. I would like to 

thank Jahvaya Wheki and Ganesh Gopal for the structure and discipline they have brought to the 

Development Squad. I also acknowledge June Jiang who supports the Junior Rep Squad. June and 

Ganesh have also passionately stepped up to run group sessions and coached at events that 

challenge them. I also appreciate Eric for his quick response to constantly changing goals in 

organising events which our squad members benefit from, and thank Loloma and Marianne for their 

ongoing support to always provide better outcomes for our members and players.  

 

Tracey Hallam 

Coaching & Development Manager 

 

 
Tracey Hallam coaching the WBA Development Squad (left), and leading a workshop with WBA Club and Community coaches (right) 



SCHOOLS & EVENTS MANAGER REPORT 
 

 

 

Wow, what a year for all concerned! Beyond a severely Covid-affected calendar, there remained 

lingering fear and understandable anxiety around gatherings and communal sport. This year has 

demanded ongoing flexibility, creativity, and positivity, combined with real confidence about the 

advantages and positioning of our sport in ‘a new normal.’ So how did we go, amidst these 

challenges? 

Schools 

The Shuttle Time Junior Summer Club continues to provide a great space for school-age players to 

develop their badminton skills, and have fun with friends, known and new. While Term 1 began 

slowly, peaking just over 20 students, Term 4 has begun with a blast with between 30-40 players. 

This is partly due to the good relationships built with Shuttle Time in the schools, inter-school and 

Junior Non-Rep Tournaments – all of which are excellent pathways into further involvement. 

It is encouraging that WBA still managed to host four Shuttle Time Junior Non-Rep Tournaments in 

2020, averaging around 38 participants. I’ve witnessed first-hand what an excellent opportunity these 

tournaments are for students to experience competitive badminton, begin to imbibe some of WBA’s 

values, and learn to umpire and handle themselves in a more challenging environment. Some have 

improved immensely over the year, and it has provided another valuable connection point with 

parents and volunteers. Colin Downey deserves special mention for his commitment to the ‘tour’, 

plus the ongoing support of NumberWorks’nWords Rototuna and Werder Rackets is greatly 

appreciated. 

Shuttle Time with schools continues to grow year on year. As a former PE Teacher (many moons 

ago) I am so impressed with it as a resource, one that sets us apart and above what most other 

sporting codes have to offer. We have seen a tangible increase in the number of schools booking a 

series of Shuttle Time sessions, or hosting a weekly after-school club. At least 7,722 school students 

have experienced Shuttle Time programmes throughout 2020. For example, beyond eight 

Secondary Schools, we are so encouraged to see another five Primary or Intermediate schools do 

likewise. When one also considers the many school cancellations from Covid-19, it means we can 

be very encouraged that WBA’s Shuttle Time initiatives are well positioned and increasingly known 

and sought after. We also continue to support and seek to strengthen regions, like Tokoroa and 

Taupo. These initiatives are crucial to building exposure to badminton, interest towards and networks 

with developing clubs. 

Despite inter-school competitions being significantly affected by Covid-19, WBA still managed to 

facilitate 8-week Secondary School and Intermediate competitions in Term 3. Schools returned mid-

Term 2 to focus on lost time for academic subjects and assessments. Nevertheless; 

• The Waikato (Hamilton) Secondary School Badminton League had 48 teams (200+ players) 

from 9 schools across three divisions. Three schools pulled out during the returned Level 2 

restrictions, but most teams were still able to complete at least ¾ of their allotted ties. It was great to 

also see two schools train all their squads weekly with WBA coaches. 



• The Intermediate Schools Championship had 17 teams (45 players) 

• Only one of the three Cluster competitions was able to be held, but interest remains very high 

for these day tournaments and any further initiatives we can find space for. 

- Thames Valley (Te Aroha): Cancelled before registrations were finalized 

- South Waikato (Tokoroa): 20 teams - 80 players from four schools 

- King Country (Te Awamutu): A record 32 teams registered - 128 players from four schools, but 

after being initially postponed it too had to be cancelled at the last moment. 

Cleo Sagin and I facilitated a successful Shuttle Time Coach and Youth Leadership Award (YLA) 

course in June. Two adults and 10 youth leaders attended, with many already assisting in coaching 

at school or via WBA initiatives. The YLA is another incredible programme that, with further 

promotion and networking among schools, would grow exponentially. 

I specially thank the school coaching team; Joe Webber, Jahvaya Wheki, Nayan Wijesekera, Ella 

Smith, Angshumita Deka and Viraj Khadilkar, who have contributed so much to Shuttle Time 

throughout 2020. Plus others like Yvonne Ennion, Cleo Sagin, Andrew Chan and Colin Downey who 

have stepped in to help when we needed it most - legends! We are constantly looking to find and 

develop new Shuttle Time coaches. Maybe you can help us and be part of this growing programme. 

 
Shuttle Time Coach and Youth Leadership Award (YLA) participants 

 

Events 

The year’s first tournament was Summer League (Round 2). With Covid-19 delaying the final week 

until June, it became the longest Summer League in history! Team Pteronophobia, captained by 

Ganesh Gopal, eventually won a hotly contested Top 4 Play Off, just edging out Code Red and Code 

Blue. Bookending the year is Round 1 for the 2020/2021 summer, with 10 teams underway and due 

to finish the week before Christmas. But back to March, and what should have been a real highlight… 

No Waikato International, which was so disappointing after big field of participants were expected! 

No Interclub Round 1 (A, B, C, D Grades, Russ Proctor and a trial Womens Interclub) and an entirely 

changed and shortened Inter-association hosting schedule. Despite these setbacks, we managed to 

pivot well and create some new tournaments, as well as reinventing some older initiatives. For 

example, the two Doubles Ladders were well supported with good, helpful feedback throughout. The 

Swiss Ladder with a WBA twist, attracted 18 pairings. Kenneth Yew & Ben Perkinson, and Reon 

McFarlane & Mily Downs finished 1st and 2nd respectively. We later trialled a Boxed Ladder. Of the 

13 pairings, this time Michael Downs & Craig Post won, with Kenneth Yew & Lily Rose coming 2nd. 

In both cases one of the highlights was seeing a number of juniors participating! An Interclub Round 

managed to be completed with a smaller 6 team field for the Presidents Cup. In an extremely tight 

contest, the Masters 1 team just managed to fend off Te Awamutu to take the trophy for 2020. 



The annual ABCD Championships were completed over two days, as per last year’s 

recommendations. They provided one of the few larger regional opportunities for players to test 

themselves and improve their grading – an opportunity that 134 players took up across 222 matches! 

WBA in partnership with Cambridge Badminton Club created a unique event called the Harmonia 

Jamboree which offered female players from New Zealand based clubs an opportunity to get 

together in teams of 5-6 to play in a day-time, social-competitive round robin. It was great to have 

over 100 female players across 3 days of competition. The event included evening socials and on 

one of those evenings we also hosted the inaugural WBA Business Challenge, which blew us away 

with 21 teams and over 80 players, many of whom were new to badminton. Everyone had a great 

evening of modified match-play, networking and team building. This once again revealed the 

possibility for a different kind of event to reach a newer audience of potential players and future club 

members. 

Last but not least, WBA was one of the first to deliver a Badminton New Zealand sanctioned event 

after lockdown, and successfully hosted the Waikato U15 and U19 Opens. They attracted 95 and 41 

players respectively, and we were thrilled to receive very positive feedback from visiting associations, 

coaches and parents. The Waikato Under 15 Open set a New Zealand record being the largest entry 

for a sanctioned event in an age group in the past 10 years. We then went on to hosting the New 

Zealand National U15 and U19 Championships in conjunction with Badminton New Zealand, a four-

day tournament with 128 participants, which was live-streamed on Finals Day on Sky Sport Next. 

In the event space a huge thank you must go out to two regular tournament sponsors, Escapist NZ 

and Craigs Investment Partners. Both have generously supported multiple events and we value and 

appreciate their partnership enormously. Special thanks also to the host of volunteers who have ably 

assisted in the control room, or on the stadium floor in a variety of ways. Plus one final ‘shout out’ to 

Marianne, who has been an immense help to this ‘WBA newbie’ – I’m immensely grateful for her 

patience, grace, experience and trust – all available in large doses! 

It has been a steep learning curve for me, but (when not freaking out) one that I have enjoyed hugely! 

Most will not know however, that I came into the role with an uncertain future and timeline. This has 

gained clarity and taken shape in recent weeks, and I am sad to say that I will be resigning at the 

close of 2020, to pursue another sphere of work altogether in another part of the country. I can 

genuinely say it has been a pleasure being on staff here! WBA is a vibrant, passionate, growing, 

multi-cultural association that is exciting to be a part of. I have no doubt that it will continue to go 

from strength to strength, and I look forward to reconnecting with the many friends I have made here 

in the future as opportunity affords. 

 

Eric Oosterbroek 

Schools & Events Manager 

 

 
Excellent attendance at Shuttle Time Non-Rep Tournaments 



2020 WAIKATO BADMINTON ASSOCIATION SQUADS 

Junior Development Squad (Coaches: Ganesh Gopal, Jahvaya Wheki) 

Aaron Li Amanda Wong 

Alex Cui Anna Zhang 

Asher Hussain Anmol Virk 

Austin Guo Kaysie Fong 

David Nguyen Jasper Chen 

Flynn Allison Jiya Dutta 

Ian Du Michelle Gao 

Jayden Qiu Ziwen Guo 

Johan Robin Joseph 

Mark Liao 

Michael Zhang 

Rock Wang 

Ryan Wang 

Samuel Xia 

 

Junior Representative Squad (Coaches: June Jiang, Tracey Hallam)  

Aaron Wan Ayla Strauss 

Abhishek Dey Cici Guo 

Andrew Chang Ella Cho 

Chris Baby Elizabeth Chen 

Dhusar Chatterjee Ellen Liu 

Jeff Jia Jenny Xiang 

Jesse Chen Josie Li 

Mihir Kumra Kaylin Fong 

Lucas Qin Ruby Patterson 

Pengshen Xu Saniya Kansal 

Samuel Ma 

 

Elite & Performance Squad (Coach: Tracey Hallam) 

Andy Zhou Amreen Virk 

Alex Liu Joanna Li 

Aveer Virk Victoria Guo 

Cameron Murray 

Nithin Perumal 

Jasmanjot Virk 

Raphael Deloy 

 

    
WBA Coach June Jiang (left) offered consistent support for Junior Rep squad players throughout 2020 



2020 INTER-ASSOCIATION TEAMS  

Note: All competitions were restructured - no official results due to COVID-19 disruption 

 

Waikato Black (Senior Division 3 – Northern 2 Competition) 

Ben Perkinson Coco Hsueh 

Ceasar Calawan Ella Smith 

Craig Post Hansol An 

Dish Kumar Helena Walsh 

Jasmanjot Virk Jahvaya Wheki 

Kenneth Yew Kelsi Wallace 

See Keat Lu 

 

Waikato Gold (Senior Division 4 – Northern 3 Competition) 

Anthony Boyd Shea Aloha Sison 

Chris Johnson Karen Yang 

Corey Sterling Jumarie Lumiwes 

Jeeraj Rajkumar Ying Fei Yew 

Nayanakantha Wijesekera 

 

Masters 1 (Division 1) 

Alastair Gatt Amanda Stewart 

Dominic Buckell Jackie Downs 

Nallapan Soomu Linda Davey 

Ray Downs Pam Bouma 

Scott Laurie Tracey Hallam 

Tom Chang 

 

Masters 2 (Division 2) 

Anthony Young Amanda Lu 

James Wan Alpha Deloy 

Eugene Yew Kate Whitten 

Ganesh Gopal Marianne Loh 

Mike Henson Tina Skinner 

Rupinder Virk Xiao Cui Zhou 

Tejinder Virk 

 

Masters 3 (Division 4) 

Dwayne Irwin Gina Li 

Kelvin Lin Hinemanu Kelly 

Jordan Duan Jennifer Qi 

Luke Lee Katrina Peake 

Naveen Eapen Rochelle Panting 

Ranga Kulasooriya 

 

 

 

 



Vets 1 (Division 2) 

Alastair Gatt Carol Leydon-Davis 

Jeff Stuthridge Faye Post 

Gene Fletcher Jackie Downs 

Ray Downs Wilhelmina Mentzel 

Tejinder Virk 

 

Vets 2 (Division 3) 

Alan Neal Gayle Hobbs 

Anthony Young Lyn Wheki 

Irving Young Monika Sullivan 

Stu Morgan Sharon Becht 

 

Vets 3 (Division 4) 

Andrew Chan Hinemanu Kelly 

Paul Stobbs Lorna Goodin 

Philip Paterson Yvonne Ennion 

Steve Lawrence 

 

Super Vets (Division 2) 

Andrew Chan Gayle Hobbs 

Paul Stobbs Lorna Goodin 

Philip Paterson Wilhelmina Mentzel 

Steve Lawrence Yvonne Ennion 

 

 

Masters players who took on the 2020 Inter-Association season 



OTHER 2020 SEASON HIGHLIGHTS  

Individual/Team 2020 Event & Results 

Alastair Gatt New Zealand Masters National Championships 
MD 40+ Runner-Up 
MD 45+ Winner 
XD 45+ Winner 
 

Amreen Virk Waikato Under 19 Open  
WD Runner-Up 
XD Runner-Up 
 

Andrew Chan New Zealand Masters National Championships 
MD 65+ Runner-Up 
 

Aveer Virk Manawatu U17 Open 
BD Plate Winner 
 
Wellington Under 15 Open 
BD Winner 
XD Runner-Up 
 
Whanganui Under 15 Open 
BD Winner 
XD Winner 
 

Ayla Strauss North Island & Bay of Plenty Under 17 Open 
Div 2 XD Winner 
 
Manawatu Under 15 Open 
GS Runner-Up 
 
Manawatu U17 Open 
GS Plate Winner 
 
Wellington Under 15 Open 
XD Runner-Up 
 
Whanganui Under 15 Open 
GS Runner-Up 
GD Winner 
XD Winner 
 

Cameron Murray New Zealand Under 19 National Championships 
Division 2 MS Winner 
 

Cici Guo Wellington Under 15 Open 
GS Plate Winner 
 

Corrie Robinson VICTOR Oceania Para-Badminton Championships 
MS SL3+SL4+SU5 Bronze  
MD SL3/4+SU5 Gold  
XD SL3-SU5 Gold  
 

Devon Rogers VICTOR Oceania Para-Badminton Championships 
MS SL3 Gold 
MD SL3/4+SU5 Gold  
 

 

 



 

Devon Rogers (left) and Corrie Robinson (right) with coach Kenneth Yew (middle) 

Individual/Team 2020 Event & Results 

Jasmanjot Virk Wellington North Open 
MS Winner 
MD Plate Winner 
 

Jeff Jia Whanganui Under 15 Open 
BS Classic Plate Winner 
XD Plate Winner 
 

Josie Lee Whanganui Under 13 Open 
GS Winner 
GD Winner 
XD Winner 
 

Kaylin Fong Whanganui Under 15 Open 
GS Consolation Plate Winner 
XD Plate Winner 
 

Lucas Qin North Island & Bay of Plenty Under 13 Open 
Div 2 BS Winner 
 
Counties Manukau U13 Open 
BD Plate Winner 
 
Whanganui Under 13 Open 
BS Winner 
XD Winner 
 
New Zealand Under 13 National Championships 
Div 2 BD Winner 
 

Neeraj Vashist North Island / Auckland Open 
MS Winner 
 

Nithin Perumal Whanganui Under 17 Open 
BS Plate Winner 
 

 

 



 

  

Top Left: Cameron Murray wins the New Zealand Under 19 National Championships Division 2 Men’s Singles 

Top Right: Jasmanjot Virk in action at the Wellington North Open 2020 

Bottom Left: Josie Lee and Lucas Qin continue to progress well within their age-groups 

Bottom Right: Oliver Leydon-Davis celebrates Men’s Doubles success with partner Abhinav Manota (NH) 

 

Individual/Team 2020 Event & Results 

Raphael Deloy Waitakere U17 Open 
BD Consolation Winner 
 
Manawatu U17 Open 
BS Winner 
BD Winner 
XD Winner 
 
Auckland Under 15 Championships 
BS Runner-Up 
BD Plate Winner 
 
New Zealand Under 15 National Championships 
XD Winner 
 

Oliver Leydon-Davis VICTOR Oceania Championships 
MD Winner 
 
New Zealand National Championships 
MD Winner 
XD Winner 
 

 

 



 

   

Left: Raphael Deloy achieving success at the Waikato Under 15 Open 

Middle: Alastair Gatt & Tracey Hallam in action at the New Zealand Masters National Championships 

Right: Victoria Guo in action at the Waikato Under 19 Open 

 

Individual/Team 2020 Event & Results 

Tracey Hallam New Zealand Masters National Championships 
WS 35+ Winner 
XD 45+ Winner 
 

Victoria Guo Waikato Under 19 Open  
WD Runner-Up 
 
North Island & Bay of Plenty Under 17 Open 
GD Runner-Up 
 
Manawatu U17 Open 
GS Winner 
GD Runner-Up 
XD Winner 
 
New Zealand Under 17 National Championships 
Division 2 GD Winner 
Division 2 XD Winner 
 
New Zealand Under 19 National Championships 
Division 2 GS Winner 
Division 2 XD Winner 
 
Counties Manukau U17 Open 
GS Runner-Up 
GS Winner 
XD Runner-Up 
 

 

 

     

 

   



PLAYERS IN NEW ZEALAND NATIONAL SQUADS 

Under 15 National Squad: Raphael Deloy, Ayla Strauss, Aveer Virk 

Under 17 National Squad: Victoria Guo 

Under 19 National Squad: Amreen Virk 

Senior National Squad: Erena Calder-Hawkins, Oliver Leydon-Davis 

Para-Badminton Squad: Corrie Robinson, Devon Rogers 

 

WAIKATO BADMINTON AWARDS (2020 SEASON) 

Administrator of the Year : Tahira Mirzayee  
Coach of the Year : Andrew Chan 
Club Service Award : Lesley Dawson 
Club / Team of the Year : Hamilton Malayalee Badminton Club 
Technical Official of the Year : Megan Van Zyl 
Volunteer of the Year : Richard Bisson  
Most Improved Development Squad Players : Anna Zhang, David Nguyen 
Most Improved Junior Rep Players : Ayla Strauss, Lucas Qin 
Most Improved Elite Squad Player : Victoria Guo 
Junior Recognition Trophy : Aveer Virk 
Senior Recognition Trophy : Nayanakantha Wijesekera  
Masters Recognition Trophy : Stu Morgan 
  
 

 
Megan Van Zyl receiving recognition for her umpiring at the New Zealand National Under 15 & Under 19 Championships 

 



WBA HOSTED EVENT RESULTS 

 

WAIKATO UNDER 15 OPEN 

Event Name 

Boy’s Singles  

Winner Ethan Chuang 

Runner-Up Raphael Deloy 

Plate Winner Eric Wu 

Classic Plate Winner Elson Chen 

Consolation Plate Winner Aveer Virk 

Girl’s Singles  

Winner Rosie Yang 

Runner-Up Nanna Siegemund 

Plate Winner Ayla Strauss 

Classic Plate Winner Nishika Jain 

Consolation Plate Winner Cici Guo 

Boy's Doubles  

Winner 
Ethan Chuang 
Jaden Lei Mingoa  

Runner-Up 
Joseph Wu 
Owen Wu 

Plate Winner 
Alex Liu 
Darren Liu 

Classic Plate Winner 
Eric Lu 
Darren Wee 

Consolation Plate Winner 
Samuel Ma 
Aaron Wan 

Girl’s Doubles  

Winner 
Berry Ng 
Nanna Siegemund 

Runner-Up 
Nishika Jain 
Katarina Ung 

Plate Winner 
Maia Chen 
Rosie Yang 

Classic Plate Winner 
Lillian Cao 
Amanda Ting 

Consolation Plate Winner 
Josie Lee 
Martina Zhang 

Mixed Doubles  

Winner 
Jaden Lei Mingoa 
Katarina Ung 

Runner-Up 
Ethan Chuang 
Nishika Jain 

Plate Winner 
Lechuan Xiao 
Lillian Cao 

Classic Plate Winner 
Owen Wu 
Berry Ng 

Consolation Plate Winner 
Jeff Jia 
Cici Guo 

 

 

 

 



WAIKATO UNDER 19 OPEN 

Event Name 

Men’s Singles  

Winner Ricky Cheng 

Runner-Up Jack Wang 

Plate Winner Isaac Chan 

Women’s Singles  

Winner Ashley Tan 

Runner-Up Anna Ryu 

Men’s Doubles  

Winner 
Carlos Iv (Clive) Luna 
Jack Wang 

Runner-Up 
John Lin 
Jeffrey Zheng 

Plate Winner 
Kou Shinozaki 
Ephraim Van Der Ley 

Women’s Doubles  

Winner 
Anna Ryu 
Angelina Ung 

Runner-Up 
Victoria Guo 
Amreen Virk 

Mixed Doubles  

Winner 
Chris Benzie 
Ashley Tan 

Runner-Up 
Jack Wang 
Amreen Virk 

 

Nayanakantha Wijesekera the stand out performer at the Craigs Investment Partners Waikato Badminton Championships 2020 

 

 



CRAIGS INVESTMENT PARTNERS WAIKATO BADMINTON (ABCD) CHAMPIONSHIPS 

A Grade Name 

MS Winner 
Nayanakantha 
Wijesekera 

MS Runner-Up Vincent Harris 

WS Winner Tracey Hallam 

WS Runner-Up Victoria Guo 

MD Winner 
Vincent Harris 
Douglas Shephard 

MD Runner-Up 
Dish Kumar 
Jasmanjot Virk 

WD Winner 
Victoria Guo 
Tracey Hallam 

WD Runner-Up 
Michelle Au 
Marianne Loh 

XD Winner 
Ben Perkinson 
Tracey Hallam 

XD Runner-Up 
Kenneth Yew 
Lily Rose 

 

B Grade Name 

MS Winner 
Nayanakantha 
Wijesekera 

MS Runner-Up Cameron Murray 

MS Consolation 
Winner 

Corey Sterling 

MD Winner 
Michael Downs 
Craig Post 

MD Runner-Up 
Dominic Buckell 
Scott Laurie 

MD Consolation 
Winner 

Rajwinder Harike 
Tejinder Virk 

WD Winner 
Coco Hsueh 
Helena Walsh 

WD Runner-Up 
Alpha Deloy 
Marianne Loh 

XD Winner 
Douglas Shephard 
Coco Hsueh 

XD Runner-Up 
Craig Post 
Marianne Loh 

 

 

 

 

C Grade Name 

MS Winner Dhusar Chatterjee 

MS Runner-Up Lishad Lenin 

MS Consolation 
Winner 

JP Jennings 

WS Winner Josie Lee 

WS Runner-Up Martina Zhang 

MD Winner 
Kulvir Kankara 
Manpreet Singh 

MD Runner-Up 
Ronnie Kurian 
Lishad Lenin 

MD Consolation 
Winner 

William Su 
Brian Wang 

WD Winner 
Rochelle Panting 
Tina Skinner 

WD Runner-Up 
Josie Lee 
Martina Zhang 

XD Winner 
Ramandeep Nanua 
Tina Skinner 

XD Runner-Up 
Jason Wu 
Gina Li 

XD Consolation 
Winner 

Brendan Purdy 
Nadia Young 

 

D Grade Name 

MS Winner Basil Alias 

MS Runner-Up Imran Hassan 

WS Winner Anmol Virk 

WS Runner-Up Anna Zhang 

MD Winner 
Basil Alias 
Gritto Augustine 

MD Runner-Up 
Imran Hassan 
Loui Tabili 

  

  

  

  



WBA INTERCLUB 

Event Winner Name 

Presidents Cup Masters Badminton Club 

 

Masters 1 Team, winners of the Presidents Cup 

 

WAIKATO SECONDARY SCHOOLS COMPETITION (HAMILTON)   

Event Winners Runners-Up 

Division 1 Boys Hamilton Boys Dragon Hamilton Boys Tiger 

Division 1 Girls Waikato Dio One Sacred Heart Gold 

Division 2 Boys Hamilton Boys Lynx Rototuna High Rua 

Division 2 Girls Waikato Dio Blue St Pauls College Girls 

Division 3 Boys Rototuna High School Rima St Pauls College Junior 

Division 3 Girls Hamilton Girls High Two Rototuna High Whitu 

 

SOUTH WAIKATO SECONDARY SCHOOLS COMPETITION  

Event Winners Runners-Up 

Juniors Putaruru High Junior Patetere Junior 1 

Seniors Putaruru High Senior A Forest View Senior 1 

 

WAIKATO INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS COMPETITION  

Event Winner Name Runners-Up 

Boys Division Rototuna Junior High Toru Maeroa Intermediate Gold 

Girls Division Maeroa Intermediate Amber Maeroa Intermediate Sapphire 

 



ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Waikato Badminton Association works in partnership with a variety of funders and sponsors to deliver 

a variety of programs, events and activities throughout the year. We acknowledge and thank the 

following organisations and individuals for their support throughout the year. 

 

Funding Partners 

 

https://www.grassrootstrust.co.nz 

The Grassroots Trust supported the WBA Coaching & Development Manager salary. 

 

 

http://www.nzct.org.nz  

The New Zealand Community Trust supported the WBA Coaching & Development Manager salary. 

 

 

https://www.trustwaikato.co.nz 

Trust Waikato supported the costs of administration and delivery of junior development programs. 

 

                 

Sport Partners  

           

      
 

 

 

 

https://www.grassrootstrust.co.nz/
http://www.nzct.org.nz/
https://www.trustwaikato.co.nz/


Program & Event Sponsors & Supporters 

                          
 

      
 

       

 

Stadium Sponsors 

 

ACTIVE HEALTH 

ALCAMO MOTEL  

ALL SAFE ELECTRICAL 

CHIBNALL, BUCKELL TEAM ARCHITECTS 

CLARENCE MEDICAL 

COOK STREET SOCIAL 

CRAIGS INVESTMENT PARTNERS 

DEMACIA HOMES 

ESCAPIST NZ  

FB HALL 

GDC CONSULTANTS 

GREENLAND VALUERS 

GREY STREET MOTORS 

HAMILTON FOOT CLINIC 

iHOME MORTGAGES 

KBL CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 

LAMB CREATIVE  

NUMBERWORKS'NWORDS ROTOTUNA 

PEAKSTONE HOMES 

ROBBIE SIDHU HARCOURTS HAMILTON 

ROCKFORT MARKETS  

TONY TANG LODGE REAL ESTATE 

ULSTER LODGE MOTEL 

YVENNA & CRAIG HARCOURTS HAMILTON 

  

                        

Other Donations 

The Association thanks countless number of individuals, families and other organisations that have 

donated training fee differences and court hire credits to Waikato Badminton throughout the year.  
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